EVENTS THIS WEEK

November 7th at 5:00 pm in Robsham Theater

The Investment Banking Association will be hosting 4 female investment bankers from Morgan Stanley to bring BC alumni and current Deloitte practitioners to the table. The bankers will speak about their career paths, share their experiences in the industry, and provide valuable insights on navigating the world of investment banking.

November 7th at 5:00 pm in Robsham Theater

WIN x Manyaqi Wang, Founder of Phoebe Jon

Manyaqi Wang is the founder and CEO of Phoebe Jon, a women's clothing line that specializes in sustainable and ethical fashion. In her role as CEO, she has been innovatively solving the world's dumbest problem. She will be sharing her story of starting her own workwear line, delving into the challenges she faced, and explaining how she managed to overcome them. Attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions and gain valuable insights from a successful entrepreneur.

November 7th at 5:00 pm in Fulton 513

Accounting Advising Open House

The CSOM PAs will be reviewing degree audits on November 7th in the Quad. Check the Events Calendar for more information.

November 7th at 5:00 pm in Higgins 263

IBA x Women in Banking Networking Speaker Session

Networking Session: 6:30 pm in Higgins 263

Work on a consulting case!

SBC Case Workshop

7:00 pm in 245 Beacon St., Room 202

11/8 (Tuesday): 3:00 – 5:00 PM Fulton 462

Maya Subturri is the founder and CEO of Split, an innovative mobile app that allows users to split payments with their friends and family. Maya will be sharing her journey from developing the app to launching it on the App Store, and the impact it has had on the financial industry.

November 7th at 5:00 pm in Devlin 010

SBC Resume Workshop

7:00 - 9:00 pm in 245 Beacon St, Room 205

Our November General Meeting will provide an overview of what events are coming up, discuss your class schedules for next semester with upperclassmen and the different concentrations/majors at BC that you may be interested in!

Thursday, November 9th

WIN End of Semester Dinner!

SBC Case Workshop

7:00 pm in 245 Beacon St., Room 202

Start@Shea Community Dinner

7:00 p.m. in Devlin 010

Growthcap Advisors.

This is a great opportunity for anyone looking to work in the VC industry as you will learn about the entry-level process, whether it’s an analyst position or the associate program, what you need to consider, from making MVPs to evaluating outsourcing v. in-house production!

Weekdays with WIB

Friday, November 11

Are you interested in business strategy and problem-solving? WIN is partnering with Deloitte Strategy Consulting to bring BC alumni and current Deloitte practitioners to the table. The practitioners will speak about their career paths, share their experiences in the industry, and provide valuable insights on navigating the world of business strategy.

5 BC CSOM Students launching their app, Split!

6:00 pm in 245 Beacon St., Room 214

Class of 2026: do you have an eye for design or enjoy documenting experiences through photography? Sub Turri, the official undergrad yearbook of Boston College, is looking for Class of 2026 photographers. Sub Turri is seeking photographers who have an eye for design and a love for capturing and documenting experiences through photography.

 december 7

The website with all of the events can be found here: bc.edu/iew

We are looking for Class of 2026 photographers who have an eye for design and a love for capturing and documenting experiences through photography.

ADVISING THIS WEEK

WIB November General Meeting

Monday, November 7

Our November General Meeting will provide an overview of what events are coming up, discuss your class schedules for next semester with upperclassmen and the different concentrations/majors at BC that you may be interested in!

LEADERSHIP THIS WEEK

Portico This Week

https://bcportico.bostoncollege.edu

This week we will be featuring a variety of events happening on campus, including the IBA x Women in Banking Networking Speaker Session, the SBC Case Workshop, and the WIN End of Semester Dinner. Stay tuned for more information and updates!
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Instagram: instagram.com/bc_learningtolearn/